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�The vice of the modern notion of mental progress is that it is always 
something concerned with the breaking of bonds, the effacing of 
boundaries, the casting away of dogmas. But if there be such a thing 

as mental growth, it must mean the growth into more and more definite 
convictions, into more and more dogmas. The human brain is a machine for 
coming to conclusions; if it cannot come to conclusions it is rusty. . . . Man can 
be defined as an animal that makes dogmas. As he piles doctrine on doctrine 
and conclusion on conclusion in the formation of some tremendous scheme of 
philosophy and religion, he is, in the only legitimate sense of which the expres-
sion is capable, becoming more and more human. When he drops one doctrine 
after another in a refined scepticism, when he declines to tie himself to a system, 
when he says that he has outgrown definitions, when he says that he disbelieves 
in finality, when, in his own imagination, he sits as God, holding no form of 
creed but contemplating all, then he is by that very process sinking slowly 
backwards into the vagueness of the vagrant animals and the unconsciousness 
of the grass. Trees have no dogmas. Turnips are singularly broad-minded.� 
    �G. K. Chesterton, Heretics (John Lane Co., 1905) 

Take a look at most any periodical and you will find, tucked away 
in a corner of some issue late in the year, an interesting compilation 
of statistics. The postal service, for reasons obscure to me, requires 

magazines to publish annually a �statement of ownership� which includes cir-
culation figures. Whenever I run across these (usually by accident) I�m always 
interested to see just how many other people read each of the rather eclectic as-
sortment of magazines that I read. 
 I take a new interest now that I�m an editor�though actually, we at Fo-
rum Letter apparently don�t have to publish this statement any more because we 
switched from �periodical rate� back to �non-profit rate� midyear. The interest-
ing result is that most subscribers seem to be getting their FL earlier in the 
month, while we�re paying less in postage; win-win, I�d say.  
 Since I don�t have any involvement in the business side of things (one 
reason, no doubt, Forum Letter hasn�t gone belly-up), I don�t normally track the 
subscription figures. They�re going to make me feel good, or they�re going to 
make me feel bad; either way, it�s likely to be spiritually destructive. And I can�t 
do much about them anyway. 
 I do take an interest, though, in how others are doing�mostly out of  

Lutheran blues 
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curiosity. I recently noted the circulation figures 
published in the December issue of The Lutheran, 
and then decided to compare them with previous 
years for as far back as my file goes�which, turns 
out, is three years. Things do not look so rosy. One 
might have guessed that, of course, when the last 
round of staff layoffs was announced. But circula-
tion figures tell a rather bleak story. 
 
Going downhill 
 The figure I looked at was the paid circula-
tion for the issue nearest the reporting date. In 2006, 
that figure was 315,779. The next year showed a 
4.4% decline to 301,824. About the same decline the 
next year, to 288,752. The figure for 2009 was only 
252,725�a 12.5% decline from the previous year, 
and nearly a 20% decline over the three year period. 
 That can�t be good for the magazine, or for 
the church body. 
 The Lutheran, of course, is in an unusual 
situation because a certain percentage of its circula-
tion is through the �every home� plan. If an individ-
ual gets mad and decides not to renew a subscrip-
tion, that�s one subscription. If a congregation de-
cides not to renew, that may be 100, or 500, or 1,000 
subscriptions. That�s not an easy problem to deal 
with. But it doesn�t take much business sense to see 
that losing 20% of your subscribers in three years is 
a recipe for failure.  
 
A dozen reasons  
 There could be a dozen reasons why The Lu-
theran is facing this kind of crisis, if I may call it that. 
At the top of the list would have to be the fact that 
print journalism is in jeopardy just about every-
where. I was an avid reader of The Washington Post 
National Weekly Edition from its inception 25 or so 
years ago. It was a quality newspaper, with thought-
ful and interesting in-depth stories, particularly 
about politics�and it stopped publication at the end 
of 2009. Cultural shifts, and especially those related 
to how Americans get their information, have made 
this a time of crisis for many publications. 
 �Cultural shifts� in another sense contribute 
to The Lutheran�s situation. There was a time when 
denominational loyalty was strong, and people were 
interested in knowing about their church in all its 
dimensions. That time is long past. The �brand loy-
alty� of ELCA Lutherans is at an all time low�and 

it isn�t just subscriptions to The Lutheran that suggest 
this. It used to be that people joined a Lutheran con-
gregation because they were Lutheran; now they 
join a congregation�if they even do�primarily be-
cause of local and personal considerations. They 
don�t care much about the �wider church,� and they 
certainly don�t care much about denominational 
promotion. Some would argue that the day of the 
denominational family publication is simply past, 
and I suspect there�s some truth to that. 
 
Economic indicator 
 The big drop at the end of 2009 likely has as 
much to do with the economy as anything else. 
Things are tough all over. If money is tight in a fam-
ily, canceling a magazine subscription is a painless 
way to save a few bucks; if money is tight in a con-
gregation, the same principle applies. My own con-
gregation has had the every home plan for decades, 
for The Lutheran and for The Lutheran Standard before 
that. Occasionally someone suggests eliminating it 
to save money. I�ve always had councils who have 
said, �No, that�s important, and it isn�t that much 
money anyway.� But I know that isn�t the case in 
every congregation.  
 There are some who would say that The Lu-
theran has lost readership because of its content. 
That�s hard to evaluate. There are sometimes things 
published there that cause me to gnash my teeth. 
There are often things that cause me to roll my eyes. 
There have been articles I�d rather had not been 
published. I confess that I do not read it cover to 
cover. That being said, I also think The Lutheran 
serves a good purpose, and I would be very sorry 
indeed to see it go under. 
 
What�s coming next? 
 But I fear that may be the direction things are 
heading. The 2009 figures probably do not reflect 
much in terms of reaction to the sexuality decisions 
of the churchwide assembly, since presumably most 
�every home� subscriptions ran through the end of 
the year. Obviously congregations leaving the ELCA 
will be dropping their subscriptions (if they had 
them in the first place). Other congregations who are 
not leaving will likely drop the every home plan, 
either because of money or because pastors and 
other leaders are tired of putting out fires when 
members read things they don�t like about the 
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ELCA. Or maybe both. 
 One thing seems clear. If the figures for next 
year show another subscription loss in the neighbor-
hood of 12% or more, the ELCA is going to have to 

do some serious thinking about the continued viabil-
ity of its official magazine. 
     �by Richard O. Johnson, editor 
  

In search of an orthodox seminary 
by Brett Jenkins 

Occasionally one hears the lament or at 
least the suspicion that seminarians 
who are orthodox in their faith are be-

ing �forced out� of the Evangelical Lutheran Church 
in America by our church�s theological seminaries. 
As a fairly recent graduate of Lutheran Theological 
Seminary at Gettysburg, I would like to offer a dif-
ferent perspective based on my own observations.  
In so doing, it is not my wish to accuse any specific 
faculty member or even the institution as a whole of 
malfeasance. I simply wish to comment on the cur-
rent state of affairs as I see it, which I believe to be 
due more to the confluence of complex cultural fac-
tors than malicious intent. Put bluntly, I think the 
issue is not one of orthodox students being actively 
�forced out�; rather, the issue is that orthodox stu-
dents are being �educated out.� 

What I mean is that when the average stu-
dent enters seminary, he or she is fairly orthodox, 
possessed of what is often pejoratively referred to on 
campus as �a Sunday school faith.� After all, as 
Richard John Neuhaus noted a few years ago, peo-
ple won�t give their lives for a question mark. 

However, once students have mortgaged 
their lives for the sake of the mere possibility of serv-
ing in ordained ministry, there is a huge amount of 
leverage on them to �follow through� with the step 
they have taken, to see God�s will in whatever may 
be happening to them. Exposed to the unremittingly 
revisionist teaching of our ELCA campuses and feel-
ing a real and valid sense of the existential abyss 
opening beneath their feet, there is a tremendous 
amount of pressure upon them to see in that process 
God at work shriving them of their �Sunday school 
faith.� 

 
Demythologization 

The emotional turmoil brought on by such 
challenges often makes students cast about for 
something solid to hold on to. Ready at hand are the 
very professors who have brought on the crisis in 

the first place, but who seem to be emotional rocks 
in an otherwise stormy sea. These people care for 
them and (what is more important) have in some 
dimly imagined past emerged triumphant from the 
same existential darkness the students are now ex-
periencing.   

The light into which these bastions of sanity 
have emerged�the thing that seems to provide their 
emotional stability�appears to be the �demytho-
logized� Christianity they espouse. The professors 
are Christians, to be sure, but Christians of a differ-
ent stripe. They eschew some or all of the creedal 
and conciliar doctrines that have historically defined 
that identity, but this seems to be the very source of 
their self-assurance. The professors are fully and 
completely convinced that they are acting as God's 
instruments. Since this is what the poor students 
came to seminary to do in the first place, the profes-
sors� presence in their students� lives lures the stu-
dents towards revisionist theology as much as any-
thing they explicitly teach. 

To put it bluntly, the decidedly revisionist 
system afflicts the students and then provides them 
with the ostensible cure for their ills. It is a system 
conceived in (and, one suspects, actively nurtured 
by) hell. It bears more than a passing resemblance to 
a cult I had experience with earlier in my life 
(Scientology), though certainly the system is not ma-
liciously designed by the professors to do this. The 
situation on our campuses is simply the natural ex-
tension of the professors� convictions, which�
despite the diversity evident between their various 
tribalisms�are amazingly uniform in their post-
Bultmann, anti-revelatory assumptions. 

 
The silence of the orthodox voice 

In order for this system to work effectively�
to turn out a new �religious left� to counter the real 
or imagined power of the �religious right��what 
must not by any means be permitted is the presence 
of intelligent, articulate, charitable voices of Chris-
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tian orthodoxy on our campuses. Many of us know 
well-qualified representatives of orthodoxy who 
have been let go, or who have not been hired in the 
first place.   

Faculty with orthodox Christian views are 
indeed permitted on our seminary campuses, but 
only in limited ways: 

(1) Such views may be held only on particu-
lar issues by otherwise liberal professors who evince 
discomfort at their backwardness and a willingness 
to have their mind changed by articulate proponents 
of revisionist perspectives. In no way is Christian 
orthodoxy to be seen as �a seamless cloth� wherein 
each dogmatic proposition buttresses the others. 

(2) They may be quietly and circumspectly 
held by tenured professors or visiting clergy of im-
peccable credentials, like bishops or retired pastors. 
Such people are permitted their troglodyte views, so 
long as they hold them as private theological opin-
ions. In no way is orthodoxy to be considered a 
more genuinely Christian belief, a prescription for 
the same, or a perspective deserving of peculiar def-
erence and credibility. 

(3) They may be held by people who re-
ceived their theological formation prior to the 1970s 
and whose scholarly or ecclesiastical contributions 
are otherwise indisputable. Such people are to be 
carefully lauded for the work they have done within 
the clearly-recognized limits of their own under-
standing of the gospel, conditioned as it was by the 
unenlightened times in which they labored. Such 
backhanded compliments abounded at the passing 
of Dr. William Lazareth�few of which noted his 
theological commitments when listing his profes-
sional accomplishments. 

 
No proselytizing allowed 

Under no circumstances are the holders of 
orthodox views to articulate them as principled po-
sitions worthy of new adherents, or to put the case 
persuasively for Christian orthodoxy to students in 
defiance of other faculty or institutional pressure, 
whether at the level of the seminary or, now with 
the advent of Evangelical Lutheran Worship, the 
broader ELCA.   

So, for instance, at my own alma mater, a 
tenured professor might persist in continuing to use 
the pronoun �He� for God when grammatically ap-
propriate, but he or she is not to defend that use to 

students, advocate for students to do the same based 
on principle, or defend students that do so in defi-
ance of guidelines for chapel liturgy and academic 
paper writing.  

A professor may hold the private opinion 
that the Great Tradition�s prescription of certain sex-
ual practices and proscription of others represents 
the collective wisdom of a faith community based on 
historic experience, but she or he is obliged to ac-
knowledge that our modern culture�s perspective, 
informed as it is by the social �sciences,� may be and 
probably is vastly superior and more humane. 

 
No reformation likely 

I believe that the reformation of the existing 
seminaries of the ELCA is untenable. Not only is the 
institutional momentum too set against those of or-
thodox persuasion (both at the level of the seminar-
ies and the broader ELCA), the process that gave the 
institutions to the revisionists will not repeat itself in 
reverse. Orthodox Christianity believes in the power 
of truth and that �all truth is the Lord�s.� The revi-
sionists gained their seats at the academic table be-
cause the orthodox felt that they had nothing to fear 
from frank discussion with honest interlocutors. 

But a central tenet of postmodernism is that 
all talk about truth is merely the veiled use of 
power, so if you are convinced of the justice of your 
cause, it is incumbent upon you to give no quarter to 
those with whom you disagree. The orthodox will 
never be able to shift the institutional momentum of 
our seminaries, because the understanding of those 
they would seek to persuade is impervious to 
change.  Persuasion is precluded because genuine 
conversation is precluded. To postmodernists, what-
ever their particular commitments and causes, all is 
rhetoric and naught is truth. 

We need to do what the Episcopalians did 
with Trinity School for Ministry (where I spent the 
most edifying week of my seminary education): 
found a new institution whose governing principle 
is Great Tradition Christian orthodoxy. I have no 
idea how you do that (I�m young), but there are oth-
ers wiser and more experienced who may have an 
inkling and have the necessary academic credentials 
to give such a project the gravitas it would need to 
attract the financial support of the necessary large 
donors. 

An intermediary step toward the creation of 
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such an institution might be the development of Lu-
theran houses of study at institutions sympathetic to 
our goals such as Trinity School for Ministry or 
Fuller Theological Seminary. The existence of such 
houses could convince would-be donors of the need 
for an orthodox Lutheran institution. 

I am convinced that the longer we delay tak-
ing such action, hoping against hope�and without 
a plan�that the Lord will deliver the existing insti-
tutions of the ELCA back into orthodox hands, we 
will not only lose more and more of our clergy to 

heterodoxy, we will lose the generation of lay peo-
ple whose catechesis was orthodox and who believe 
God�s purpose for our lives is greater than self-
fulfillment�the sort of people who would love to 
leave the legacy of an orthodox Lutheran seminary 
to their great-grandchildren. 

 
The Rev. Brett Jenkins, STS, is senior pastor of Christ 
Hamilton United Lutheran Church (ELCA) in Strouds-
burg, PA and author of The Faith Conservationist pod-
cast. 

Thanks, but no thanks 
by Brad Everett 

Often one can make an accurate judg-
ment of an event based on the quality of 
the invitation. If it�s on embossed linen 

stationary, better get the suit dry-cleaned; a wrin-
kled and smudged photocopy, make other plans. 

The cover of the October/November Canada 
Lutheran proves the point. A photoshopped desktop 
image of an invitation, as contrived as it looks, reads 
as follows: �You�re Invited. We cordially invite you to 
participate in the ELCIC Study of Human Sexuality. 
Deepen your faith, grow in witness, and help us explore 
and debate emerging church issues. Time: Now. Place: 
Your home, a small-group setting, or your congregation. 
Why: To help the church develop a historic social state-
ment that proclaims and encourages faithfulness to our 
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.� 

 
Talk, talk, talk 

With a title like �ELCIC Study of Human 
Sexuality,� one might think the purpose of this 
document would be to teach what the ELCIC (and, 
one would hope, Scripture and the Confessions) 
holds to be true about human sexuality. There was a 
task force established to develop a new social state-
ment for the ELCIC on human sexuality for the 2011 
National Convention; perhaps they would use this 
opportunity to share their findings and establish 
some foundation for the upcoming social statement. 

But no; apparently the �primary purpose of 
these studies is to generate conversation.� 

Hey, that�s exactly what we need�more con-
versation! We have had previously commissioned 
�studies� on sexuality that congregations were en-

couraged to utilize. Back in 2005 there was a series 
of papers from select ELCIC theologians on the issue 
of same-sex blessings, as well as a free-for-all of sub-
missions from anyone and everyone wanting to give 
their perspective on the issue, all of it posted to the 
ELCIC website. We voted on and defeated the issue 
of same-sex blessings in 2005 and 2007 (with all the 
accompanying hype, hysteria and the avalanche of 
articles). The votes were close (�inconclusive,� I 
think, is the term kicked around). Oddly enough at 
those same conventions we elected National Bishops 
by equally close margins, yet those election results 
have never been questioned or revisited. So on the 
surface one might think that the ELCIC has ade-
quately covered the required amount of conversa-
tion for this given topic. But I guess not. 

 
Swallowing some spirit 

So to enable further (and apparently needed) 
conversation the task force has created seven �study 
sessions,� covering the topics of Disciples, Relation-
ships, Sin, Families, Justice, Orientation and Spiritu-
ality. Each session follows �a worship process,� be-
ginning with a gathering prayer, a reading from 
Scripture, time for silence, opportunity to work 
through the material with specified breaks and 
questions for discussion, and concluding with a sec-
tion entitled �Listening to the whisperings of the 
spirit� and closing prayer. �Listening to the whis-
perings of the spirit� might bring to mind the deri-
sive quote from Luther about those who have 
�swallowed the Holy Spirit feathers and all,� except 
that �spirit� here is lower case and thus not clearly 
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referring to the Holy Spirit, third person the Trinity. 
I�ll show some charity and assume the authors 
meant Holy Spirit�but proofreading this prior to 
publication might have been helpful. 
 I won�t bother with in-depth analysis of 
treatment of various topics. Those of you who read 
the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America�s mate-
rials on this issue have suffered enough already and 
should be spared. Those who haven�t, well . . . On 
the farm or ranch one can correctly identify a pile of 
bovine excrement using the senses of sight and 
smell; there is no need to dive in head first. The 
same principle applies to this �study.� (If you are 
feeling adventurous, you can read the materials at 
http://elcic.ca/Human-Sexuality/default.cfm.) 

 
Humble but bold redux? 

This comparison might seem harsh, but it�s 
accurate. Among the litany of disclaimers in the in-
troduction, the task force says it �humbly presents 
this study as our best effort, given the limitation of 
time and resources.� If this is the best they can do, 
then they should have quit while they were ahead. 
Called a �study� and intended to generate conversa-
tion and feedback to help the task force develop the    
ELCIC�s statement on sexuality, it is more an exer-
cise in shaping opinion.  

The document doesn�t purport to teach what 
Scripture and the Confessions say on these matters. 
Instead it has a lot of questions�as if asking ques-
tions is virtuous and edifying in itself, regardless of 
whether one actually reaches any conclusions. 

 
Unending questions 

These questions don�t lead us to any deeper 
understanding of what Scripture and the Confes-
sions teach on sexuality. Rather they create consider-
able ambiguity which allows all involved to believe 
and do what they want, yet continue to remain in 
the same ecclesial communion. What is sexuality? 
What is marriage? What is family? Doesn�t sin occur 
in married heterosexual relationships? Those who 
have followed this debate in the ELCA know the 
questions, and each is followed by a series of others, 
all of which serve to create doubt (�Did God really 
say?�).  

By the end there is an atmosphere that not 
only allows but encourages a diversity of belief and 

practice. Since we can�t be sure any one position is 
true, shouldn�t we leave the possibility open for a 
variety of positions to co-exist? Can you say �bound 
conscience�? Yes, they borrowed that line from the 
ELCA, even though it is being demonstrated as non-
sense on a daily basis as the ELCA struggles to fig-
ure out what it looks like in practice. Yet even in the 
face of evidence to the contrary, the task force seems 
to think this is a salutary approach�as if unity can 
be maintained or enforced after encouraging diver-
sity on what is obviously a divisive issue. 

 
Reversing the order 

There is talk of unity in Christ and the im-
portance of honoring the opinions, consciences and 
beliefs of those with whom we may disagree so we 
can continue to be, in the wretched words of our de-
nomination�s tag line, �in mission for others.� 

But there�s the problem. The order of the two 
greatest commandments is love of God then love of 
neighbor, which implies that our love and worship 
of God will then inform and guide what it means for 
us to love our neighbor. This study has it back-
wards, being more concerned with appearing non-
offensive and thus �loving� towards others than 
with learning and teaching what is God-pleasing 
through study of Scripture and Tradition. If our 
unity is in Christ, then shouldn�t the focus of this 
project be on what he taught rather than sharing 
personal opinions while searching for a response to 
changing social and sexual norms in society? And 
while our Lord was not averse to asking or answer-
ing questions, he also seemed quite comfortable in 
giving clear and direct teaching on any number of 
subjects, including sexuality. This leads one to won-
der if the ambiguity so highly touted by this study 
has any virtue in the eyes of God. 

So while the invitation to participate in de-
veloping this �historic social statement� by giving 
my opinion and feedback is duly noted, I think I�ll 
simply send my regrets�I have a previous commit-
ment. The Scripture, Confessions and Church Fa-
thers are waiting to be studied and my congregation 
is waiting to be taught. 

 
The Rev. Brad Everett, STS, is pastor of Nazareth Lu-
theran Church in Standard, AB. He is an occasional con-
tributor to Forum Letter on matters Canadian. 
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Sobering words  ●  In January there 
was a gathering of Lutherans in South 
Carolina who are concerned about the 

direction of the ELCA. Among the speakers was the 
Rev. Dr. James Crumley, the last presiding bishop of 
the Lutheran Church in America and one of the key 
architects of the ELCA. He spoke sobering words 
concerning the current situation in the church: �I 
conclude that there is no evidence based on the text 
of Scripture which permits or mandates the change 
as stated in the new policy [with regard to sexuality] 
adopted at the [churchwide] assembly. The action 
rather was unconstitutional and violated a part of 
the Confession of Faith. On that basis, the appropri-
ate question is whether the ELCA is still without 
question a faithful and confessing church. I conclude 
that the ELCA has placed itself in a precarious posi-
tion.� An appropriate question, yes, and a disturb-
ing one. (To read Bp. Crumley�s remarks in full, go 
to http://reformfromwithin.com/downloads.html.) 
 
All eyes off Delaware-Maryland  ●  Well, turns out 
the Delaware-Maryland Synod won�t be the first to 
elect a synodical bishop since the 2009 Churchwide 
Assembly after all. They had scheduled a synod as-
sembly for January, but ran into a little legal issue. It 
seems their articles of incorporation�which legally 
take precedence over the constitution�require that 
at a special meeting of the synod assembly, the vot-
ing members be restricted to those who were seated 
at the previous assembly. This seemed unwise to 
leadership of the synod, since it would exclude some 
29 newly rostered professionals, as well as any con-
gregations who didn�t manage to get their voting 
members to the last assembly. Thus, says the official 
memo, �the election of a new bishop will take place 
at the next regular meeting of the Synod Assembly, 
June 10-12, 2010, in Gettysburg, Pa.� Seems like 
that�s probably a good decision, all things consid-
ered, though it does raise the question of why the 
Delaware-Maryland Synod has its assembly in 
Pennsylvania. I�m told a number of synods in the 
East and Midwest do this, either for cost considera-
tions or to foster closer ties with an ELCA college 
that may not actually be on their territory. Out here 
in the West, that still seems a little odd to me. But 
then many things do. (Turns out DE-MD wouldn�t 

have been the first post-CWA bishop election any-
way; that honor apparently goes to the Greater Mil-
waukee Synod, which elected Jeffrey Barrow in De-
cember at a special assembly held on their own soil.) 
 
Keep warm and eat your fill  ●  The announcement 
by the board of Augsburg Fortress that they are ter-
minating their defined benefit pension plan, se-
verely impacting the retirement income of some 500 
plan participants, is distressing. Beth Lewis, Augs-
burg Fortress�s CEO, is highly regarded by just 
about everyone. When she says this decision �breaks 
our hearts,� surely she means that sincerely. Perhaps 
it was the only possible decision. What is even more 
distressing, however, is the response of ELCA offi-
cials when Augsburg Fortress came to them to see if 
the ELCA might be able to help. AF was advised 
that the ELCA �has no obligations or fiduciary du-
ties with respect to the Augsburg Fortress plan.� As 
a matter of law, that is no doubt correct. As a matter 
of ethics and pastoral sensitivity, it leaves a great 
deal to be desired. Yes, AF is an entity technically 
independent of the ELCA. But let�s get real: those 
pensioners or future pensioners are people who, in 
any ordinary sense of the word, �worked for the 
church��the same church which committed itself, 
in a 1999 social statement on Economic Life, to 
�provide adequate pension and health benefits� to 
employees. Maybe AF employees don�t officially 
count; maybe they are not entitled to a financial bail-
out; maybe there�s nothing the ELCA could legally 
do; maybe there�s just no money available to help 
out. But to say, in effect, �Sorry, not our responsibil-
ity� is just plain ugly. They at least could have used 
Biblical language�you know, something like �Go in 
peace; keep warm and eat your fill� (James 2.16). Of 
course as St. James says, �What is the good of that?� 
But then this is not the first time the ELCA has de-
clined to take advice in its real world actions from 
the social statements by which it purports to advise 
others. A sorry situation, all the way around. 
 
Coming soon  ●  Pastors generally take one of two 
approaches in writing their parish newsletter col-
umns. Either they duplicate the shameless promo-
tion of events already over-publicized, hoping 
against hope that someone will attend just because 

Omnium gatherum 
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the pastor said so; or they seize the opportunity for 
theological reflection and catechesis. My FL prede-
cessor Russ Saltzman is firmly of the second school. 
His words to the faithful consistently move one to 
tears, or to laughter, or to deeper understanding�
and often all in the same piece. ALPB is in the proc-
ess of publishing The Pastor�s Page and Other Small 
Essays, a collection of Russ�s writing�mostly to his 
parish, though some of these essays have shown up 
in one form or another in Forum Letter through the 
years. My opinion: this should be a seminary text-
book for teaching future pastors how to communi-
cate�and just how to �be��with their parishioners. 
 
Prayers of the church  ●  Assisting ministers in 
those ELCA congregations too denominationally 
enmeshed or lazy to write their own prayers of the 
church, and who instead use the sundaysandsea-
sons.com �prayers of THIS church� or whatever 
they call them, may have been startled to find them-
selves praying on December 27, �In your love, 
Mother, hear this congregation�s prayers. May your 
presence be felt in this community in the midst of 
both joys and sorrows.� Perhaps this prayer was 
written by a closet Roman Catholic who wanted to 
slip in a petition to the Blessed Virgin Mary in the 
season of the Nativity. No, that seems unlikely. This 
was no doubt the work of those who think the god-
dess worship at Ebenezer herchurch in San Fran-
cisco is a good way to go. They probably figured 
that, hey, Sunday after Christmas, low attendance, 
not many will notice, good way to get the camel�s 
nose into the tent before the Magi actually arrive. I 

wonder, though, for how many users of sundays-
andseasons.com this will be the proverbial last straw 
as far as the prayers are concerned. Actually, look-
ing closely at the ELW, I see we now call these the 
�prayers of intercession.� It also says they are 
�prepared locally for each occasion� (an �are� ru-
bric, not a �may� rubric) which leads me to ponder 
why the editors of sundaysandseasons.com don�t 
just stop providing these prayers entirely. They are 
frequently banal, occasionally heretical, sometimes 
just stupid, and they are about as appropriate as 
providing a sermon for the pastor to read that Sun-
day. Anyone want to sign my petition? 
 
God bless the tundra  ●  Thinking to do our readers 
a service, I wasted a few minutes reading the 
S&S.com prayers of intercession for the next several 
weeks. I didn�t see any more addressed to Mom, but 
among the many odd petitions, this one stood out, 
coming right after Easter: �We pray for rainforests 
and deserts, mountains and tundra, rivers and 
grasslands, and all creatures that call this planet 
home.� I�m about as green as the next guy, but it has 
never occurred to me to pray for tundra. Nor moun-
tains, for that matter, among which I live. But it does 
make one wonder why they don�t have us praying 
for Saturn or Uranus. Earth-centricism, clearly, and 
it�s offensive. It must violate some social statement 
somewhere. And how about Pluto? Having been 
demoted from planetary status a couple of years 
back, seems like Pluto could use our prayers. I 
mean, it�s a matter of planetary justice, isn�t it? 
    �roj 


